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n every modern society, the education of its citizens, young and
old, is amajor concern. In some
developing countries,
the
educational activities of the government
consume as much as a third of the
national budget. the
In
United
States today, it is estimated that educational activities require at least a
hundred billion dollars a year. Most
educational activities in this country
and elsewhere are likeotherforms
of social and economic activity in
society in that only a slight effort is
made to study the character of the
activities and to understand them as
intellectual, economic, or social
processes. Itistruethattherehas
been a longer tradition, even if a
fragile one, of studying the characI think all
ter of education,but
members of this Association are
very much awarethat educational
research is aminor
activity compared with education as a whole.
All of us probably feel on occasion that there is little hope that educationalresearch, given the small
nationaleffort
devoted toit,
will
have any realimpact on education
a as
whole. Such pessimistic
thoughts are not historically, I
think,supported
by the evidence,
especially when we look at the
evidence outside of education as
well as inside. By looking outside
education I digress for a moment to
examinesomeinstances of theimpact of science on society. All of the
characteristicfeatures of electronic
communicationandrapidtransporJune 1974

tation of our society are unique
products of the long tradition of
science and technology, and the
case is especially strongthatthe
changes that have taken place recently, for example, the widespread
introduction of color television,
have depended in a direct way on
prior scientific research.
It might be useful to mention
eight outstanding recent cases that
have been studied for the National
Science Foundation
(Battelle
Report, 1973), because the listing of
these cases gives abetter sense of
the diversity of important recent
contributions
to
society arising
from specific scientific work. The
eight cases all represent developments thatalmost certainly would
never have taken place simply on
the basis of either enlightened common sense or
some
approach
of
bareempiricism.
The eight cases
rangeacrossa
variety of scientific
theories and technologies and
a
variety of segments of society in
their
applications.
They are
the
heartpacemaker;the
development
of hybrid grains and the green revolution; electrophotography, which
led to office copiers or, as we say in
ordinary parlance, Xerox machines;
input-output
economic analysis
developed originally in the thirties
by Leontief; organophosphorus insecticides;
oral
contraceptives,
which rest on relatively delicate
matters of steroidchemistry;magnetic ferrites, which are widely used
in communicationsequipmentand
computers; and videotape recorders,

which depended upon a confluence
of electromagnetic and communication theory andthe technology of
audio recording. Compared with
the impact of some of these scientific and technological developments, theinitial cost of research
and development has been relatively
minor.
As these examplesillustrate, research can have animpact in our
society, and
it
certainly does in
many different ways. To a large extent, education pays more lip service to research than do other main
segments of the society. Every large
school system hasaspart
of its
central office staffsomesort
of
research unit. The schools and colleges of education associated with
institutions of higher education
throughout the country are all
charged with research responsibilities, some ofwhich are specifically
written into the legislative charter
of the institution.
When the Office of Education
was established by federal legislation more than a hundred years ago
in 1867, the first section of the Act
defined the chief purpose sf the new
bureau,later
called the Office of
Education, as one of “collecting
such statistics
and
facts
as shall
show the condition and progress of
education in the several statesand
territories,and
of diffusing information respecting theorganization
and
management
of schools and
school systems and. methods of
teaching.’’ There is not in this
charge to the Office of Education a
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serious thrust of theory,andit
is
fair to say that most of the efforts
of the Office of Education have not
been directed toward the nurturing
of educational theory, but rather to
themoremundaneandempirical
matters of collecting statisticsand
facts and of disseminating information about the nation’s schools.
The point I am making in leisurely fashion is that for at least a
hundred years there
has
been a
serious respect for factsandstatistical data about education and also
for many empirical studies, often of
excellent design and execution, to
evaluatethelearning
of students,
the effectiveness of a given method
of instruction, and so forth.
At
least until recently, the empiricism
of education has been more enlightened and sophisticated
than
the empiricism of medicine, which
represents an investment comparable to education in our society.
The period running fromthe beginning of this century to the onset
of World War II hassometimes
been described as the golden age of
empiricism in education.Certainly
it was marked by a serious effort to
move from
priori
a dogmasand
principles of education to consideration of empirical resultsand even
experimental design of inquiries to
test the relative efficiency or power
of different approachestoa
given
part of the curriculum. Detailed
analysis of thenature of testsand
how tointerpretthe
results was
begun, and serious attempts, especially by Edward Thorndikeand
his collaborators, were made
to
apply a broad range of results from
educational psychology to actual
problems of learning in the classroom.
Unfortunately, this golden age of
empiricism was replaced not by a
deeper theoretical viewpoint toward
educationalresearch,but
by a noticeable decline of research. To
some
extent,
the overenthusiastic
empiricism of the 1920s promoted a
negative reaction from teachers, administrators,andparents.
Opposition to achievement tests, to standardization, and to too much ‘objectivity’ in educationbecame rife. A
summary of many of the disappointments in theempirical movement in education may be found in
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the 1938 Yearbook of the National
Society for the Study of Education.
Although in many respects John
Dewey can be identified with the
development of the empirical tradition, it is important to note that his
work and that of his close collaborators is not notable for the sophistication of its scientific aspects;
Dewey himself, it can properly be
said, continually stood on shifting
ground in advocating empirical and
innovative attitudestowardteaching. In fact,onedoesnot
find in
Dewey the
emphasis
on toughminded empirical research that one
would like, butrathera
kind of
hortatory expression of conviction
in the value of methods of inquiry
brought directly totheclassroom,
and indeed more directly tothe
classroom than
the
to
scientific
study of what was going on in the
classroom.
Beginningin
the 1950s and especially since Sputnik, we have had
a new era of areturntoresearch,
and without doubt much valuable
work has been done in the last two
decades. It is also important
to
recognize, of course, that much of
the
thrust
for curriculum
reform
and change in the schools has been
bolstered by one form or another of
new romanticismuntouched by sophisticated consideration of data or
facts.
This superficial sketch of the
historical developments over the
past hundred years leads to the conclusion that research, let alone any
theoretically orientedresearch,has
occupied almost always a precarious place in education. It might
therefore be thought that the proper
theme
for
presidential
a
address
would be the place of research in
education and not the more specialized and restricted
topic
of the
place of theory in educational research. However, as the examples I
have cited from
the
National
Science Foundationstudyindicate,
there is more than meets thé eye on
the problems of developing an adequate body of theory in educational
research, and success in developing
such a body of theorycanimpact
significantly on the
place
of
research in education. I would like to
turn to this question in more detail
as my first point of inquiry.

1. Why Theory?
There are five kinds of argument
I would like to examine that can be
used to make the case for the relevance of theory to educational research. The first is an argument by
analogy, the second is in terms of
the
reorganization
of experience,
thethird is as a device for recognizing complexity, the fourth is a
comparison with Deweyean problem solving, andthe fifth concerns
the triviality of bareempiricism. I
now turnto
each of thesearguments.
Argument by analogy. The success of theory in the natural sciences
is recognized by everyone. More recently, some of the social sciences,
especially economics and psychologyin certain parts, have begun to
achieve considerabletheoretical developments. It is argued thatthe
obvious and universally recognized
importance of theory in themore
mature sciences is strong evidence
for the univer3al generalization that
theory is important in all sciences,
and consequently, we have an argument by analogy for the importance
of theory in educational research.
However, since at least the eleventh century, when Anselern tried
to use anargument by analogy to
prove the existence of God, there is
proper skepticism that an argument
by analogy carries much weight. Although theargumentthatthe
successof thenatural sciences in the
use of theory provides an excellent
example for educational research, it
does not follow that theory must be
comparably useful as we move from
one subject to the other.
Reorganization of experience. A
more important way to think about
therole of theory is toattack directly theproblem
of identifying
the need for theory in a subject
matter.In
all cases where theory
has been successful in science I
think we can make an excellent argument for the deeper organization
of experience the theory has thereby
provided. A powerful theory
changes our perspective on what is
importantand
what is superficial.
Perhapsthemoststrikingexample
in the history of physics is the law
of inertia, which says that a body
shallcontinue uniformly in its direction of motionuntilacted
upon
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by someexternal
force.
Aristotle
andotherancientnatural
philosophers
were
persuaded
that the
evidenceofexperienceisclear:
A
bodydoes not continue in motion
unless it is acted upon by force. We
canall agreethatour
own broad
experienceisexactly
that of Aristotle’s. It was a deepinsight
and
represented a radical reorganization
of how to think about the world to
recognize that the theory of motion
iscorrectlyexpressed
by lawslike
that of inertiaand seldom by our
direct commonsense experience.
A good example in education of
the impact of theoryonreorganizing our way of thinkingaboutour
discipline
is
the infusion of economictheorythathastaken
place
in thelastdecade
with suchvigor
and impact. (A good survey is to be
found in the two-volume
reader
edited. by Blaug, 1968, 1969.) The
attempt, for instance, to develop an
economic theory of productivity for
our schools can
be
criticized in
many different ways, but it still remainsthat we have been forced to
think anew abouttheallocation
of
resources, especially of how we can
develop a deeper running theory for
the efficientallocation of resources
to increase productivity and, at the
same
time,
to
develop
better
a
theory
for
the
measurements
of
inputandoutputandtheconstruction of production functions.
Letme
give oneexamplefrom
some of my own discussions with
economists,
especially
with Dean
Jamison.Startingfromthe
economists’ way of looking atoutput,it
is natural to ask how we can measuretheoutput
of anelementary
school,forexample.
What I find
striking 3s the lack of previous discussion of this problem in the literature of education.(Exceptionsare
Page, 1972, and
Page
& Breen,
1943.) Even if we restrictourselves
to measurements of academic skills,
andindeedonly
totheacademic
skillsassessedon
standard achievementtests, we stillhavetheproblem of how to aggregate the measurement of these skills to give us an
overallmeasure of output. Ifone
accepts the fact, as most
of us do,
that academic achievement alone is
not important, but that a variety of
social and personal skills, as
well as
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the development of a sense sf values
and of moral
autonomy,
are
needed, one isreallynonplussed by
even crudeassessments of these individualcomponents.There
is, of
course, the well-worn answer that
the things that
matter
most
are
reallyineffable
andimmeasurable,
but this romantic attitude is not one
for which I havemuchtolerance.
I
am simply struck in my own thinking by the difficulty of making a
goodassessment,andmysense
of
the difficulties has been put in focus
by trying to deal with some of the
theoretical
ideas
economists
have
brought to bear in education.
Recognition of complexity. One
of the thrusts of theory is to show
that what appear
on the surface to
besimplematters
of empirical investigation, on a deeper
view, prove
to be complex and subtle. The basic
skills of language and mathematics
at any level of instruction,
but
primarily atthe
mostelementary
level, provide good examples. If we
are offered two methods of reading
it is straightforward to design an
experiment to seewhether or nota
difference of any significant magnitude between the two methods can
be found in the achievement of students. It has been progress in education to recognize that such problems
can
be
studied
as scientific
problems,andit
is a mark of the
work of thefirst half of this century,the goiden age of empiricism
as I termeditearlier,tofirmly
establishtheuse
of such methods in
education. It is anadditionalstep,
however,and one in which the recognition of theory is the main carrier of progress to recognize that
theempiricalcomparison
of two
methods of teachingreadingor
of
teaching
subtraction,
to
take
an
examplethathas
been much re-searched, is by no means to provide
anything like the theory of how the
child learns to read or learns to do
arithmetic.
A most
elementary
perusal
of
psychologicalconsiderations
of information processing shows at once
how far we arefromanadequate
theory of learning even themost
elementarybasicskills.
It isarequirement of theory, but not of experimentalism, to provideanalysis
oftheprocess
by which the child

acquires a basic skill and later
uses
it. It is a merit of theory to push for
adeeperunderstanding
of theacquisition andnottorestuntil
we
have a complete process analysis
of
what the child doesandwhat goes
on insidehisheadasheacquiresa
new skill.
The history of physics can be
writtenaroundtheconcept
of the
search
mechanisms
for
ranging
fromthereduction of astronomical
motions to compositions of circular
motions in the time of Ptolemyto
the
gravitational
and
electromagnetic
mechanisms
of modern
physics. Pt has been to a partial extent, and should be to a greater extent,aprimarythrust
of theory in
educationalresearch to seek mechanisms
or
processes that answer
thequestion of why a given aspect
of education works the way it does.
This should
be
true whether we
consider the individual learning of a
child beginningschoolor
the much
broader
interaction
between
adolescents,
their
peer groups,
and
whatissupposed
totakeplace
in
their high schoolclassrooms.For
educational
purposes
we need an
understanding of biosocialmechanisms of influence as much as in
medicine we need an understanding
of biochemicalmechanismsforthe
control of disease in a hostorganism. The search
beyond
the
facts for a Conception of mechanism
or of explanationforcesupon
us a
recognition of the complexity of the
phenomena
and
the
need for
a
theory of this complexity.
Why not Deweyean problern
solving? Theinstrumental viewof
knowledge developed by Peirce and
Dewey led, especiallyinthehands
of Dewey, to an emphasis on the importance of problem solving in inemquiry. As Dewey repeatedly
phasized, inquiry is the transformation of anindeterminatesituation
thatpresents
a probleminto
one
that is determinateand unified by
thesolution of theinitialproblem.
Dewey’s conception of inquirycan
beregarded as apropercorrective
toan
overly scholastic
and
rigid
conception of scientifictheory, but
the weakness of replacingclassical
conceptions of scientifictheory by
inquiryasproblem
solving is that
thearticulation
of the historically
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and intellectually important role of
theory in inquiry is neglected or
slighted. In any case, even we
if
accept some of Dewey’s criticisms
of classical philosophical conceptions of theory, we canarguefor
the importance of the development
of scientific theories as
potential
tools for use in problem solving. It
would be a naive and careless view
of problem solving to think that on
each occasion where we find ourselvesin an indeterminatesituation
we can begin afresh to think about
the problem and notto
bring to
bear a variety of sophisticated systematic tools. This sounds so obvious that it is hard to believe anyone
could disagree with it. Historically,
however, it ‘is importantto recognize that under the influence of
Dewey
educational
leadership
moved away from development and
testing of theory, and Dewey himself did not properly recognize the
importance of deep-running systematic theories?
The newest version of the naive
problem-solving viewpoint is to be
found in the romantics running
fromJohnHolttoCharles
Silberman, who seem to think that simply
by using our natural intuition and
by observing what goes onin classrooms we can put together all the
ingredients needed to solve our
educational problems. To
large
a
extent these new romanticsarethe
proper heirs of Dewey, and they
suffer from the same intellectual
weakness- the absence of the felt
need for theoretically based techniques of analysis.
The continual plague of romantic
problem solvers in education will
only disappear,as have plagues of
the past, when the proper antidotes
are developed. My belief about
these antidotes is that we need
deep-running theories of the kind
that have driven alchemists out of
chemistry and astrologers
out
of
astronomy.
Triviality of bare empiricism. The
best general argument for theory in
educational research I have left for
last. This is the obvious triviality of
bare empiricism as an approachto
knowledge. Those parts of science
that have been beset by bare empiricism have suffered accordingly.
It is to be found everywhere his6

torically, ranging from the sections
on natural history in the early
Transactions of the Royal Society
of the seventeenth century to the
endless lists of case histories in
medicine, or as an example closer to
home, to studies of methods of instruction that report only raw data.
At its most extreme level, bare empiricism is simply the recording of
individual facts, and with no apparatus of generalizationortheory,
these barefacts duly recorded lead
nowhere. They do not provide even
apractical guide for future experience or policy. They do not provide
methods of prediction or analysis.
In short,bareempiricismdoesnot
generalize.
The
same
triviality
may
be
claimed for the bare intuition of the
romantics. Either bare empiricism
or bare intuition leads not only to
triviality, but also to chaos in practice if each teacher is left only to his
or her own observationsand
intuitions. Reliance on bare empiricism or bare
intuition
in educational practice is a mental form of
streaking, and nudity of mind is not
as appealing as nudity of body.

2. Examples of Theory
in Educatìopld Research
There
are
good examples of
theory in educational
research.
I
want to consider a few and examine
their characteristicfeatures.
After
surveying five mainareas inwhich
substantial theories may be found, I
turn
to
the
general
question of
whether we can expect developments of theory strictly within educational
research,
or whether we
should think of educational research as applied science, drawing
upon otherdomains for thefundamental theories considered, on the
model, for example, of pharmacology in relationto biochemistry,
or electrical engineering in relation
to physics.
Statistical design. The bible of
much if notmosteducational
research is statistical
a
bible, and
there is little doubt that the best use
of statistics in educational research
is at a high level. It is sometimes
thought by research workers in education that statistical design is simply used in experimental studies and
that it does not represent a theoreti-

calcomponent,butI
think amore
accurate way of formulating
the
situation is this. When the substantive hypotheses being tested are essentially empirical in character and
are not drawn from a broader theoretical
framework,
then the only
theoreticalcomponent of the study
ís thestatisticaltheory
required to
provide a proper test of the hypotheses. As a broad generalization
I would claim thatthe best-developed theory used in educational research is the theory of statistical design of experiments. The sophisticated level that has been reached in
these matters by thelatter part of
the twentieth century is one of the
glories of science in the twentieth
century,and the dedication to insisting on proper organization of
evidence to make a strong inference
has been one of the most creditable
sides of educational research over
the past fifty years.
Theopprobrium heaped on matters statistical in educational circles
arises, think,
I from
two main
sources. One is that on occasion the
teaching traditions have been bad
and students have been taughtto
approach the use of statistics in rote
cookbook
or
fashion, without
reaching for any genuine understanding of the inference procedures
and their intellectual justification.
The second is that the mere use of
statistics is not substitute
a
for
good theoretical analysis aboutthe
substantive questions at hand.
There is no doubtthat
excellent
statisticalmethods have beenused
more than once to test utterly trivial
hypotheses that could scarcely be of
interest to anyone. Neither of these
defects, however, makes a serious
case for unimportance
the
of
statistical theory.
Test theory. My second example
is closely related to the first, but is
more specific toeducationalmatters. The
educational
practice
of
basing decisions on tests has a long
and venerable history,the
longest
and most continuous history being
theexaminations for mandarins in
China,
running
from
the
twelfth
century
to
the
downfall of the
empire at the end of the nineteenth
century. The great traditions of testingin OxfordandCambridge
are
famous
and
in previous years
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notorious. As tradition has it, students preparing for the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge worked so
intensely and so feverishly that
many of them went from the examination room directly to the hospital
fora
period of recuperation.The
position that a man achieved in the
Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge
in the nineteenth century was one
of themostimportantfactsabout
his entire career.
The competitive spirit about
examinations for admittance to college or
graduate
school in this
country is not at all a new phenomenon, but rather it represents an old
and established cultural
tradition.
What isnew in this century is the
theory of tests. In all of that long
history of
700
years of Chinese
examinationsthere
seems to have
been no serious thoughtabout the
theory of such testsor even a systematicattemptto
collect data of
empirical significance. It is an insight that belongs to this century,
and historically willbe recorded as
an important achievement of this
century, to recognize that atheory
of tests is possible and has to a considerable extent been developed. By
these remarks I do not mean to suggest that thetheory
of tests has
reached astate
of perfection, but
ratherthat
definite and clear accomplishments have taken place. It
is in fact a credit to the theory that
many of the more important weaknesses of current tests are explicitly
recognized. Certainlythe
concepts
of validity and reliability of tests,
and themore
specific axioms of
classical test
theory,
represent
a
permanent contribution to the literature of educationaltheory.(Lord
& Novick’s systematic
treatise,
1968, provides a superb analysis of
the
foundations
of the classical
theory.)
Learning theory. IntheMarch
1974 issue of the Educational Researcher, W. J. McKeachiehasan
article entitled “The Decline and
Fall of the Laws of Learning.” He
examines what has happened to
Thorndike’s Law of Effect and Law
of Exercise, especially in the more
recent versions of reinforcement
theory advocated by Skinner.
McKeachie is right in his analysis
of the decline and fall of classical
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laws of learning, but I think that that must include the handling at
over thepast two decades the spe- least in schematic form of the percific and more technical develop- ceptual format inwhich problems
ment of mathematical models of are presented, whether they are
learning that have not made sweep- arithmetic
algorithms
or simple
ing claims as being the only laws of problems of a geometric character.
learning or as being adequate to all An internal processing language is
kinds of learning have accomplished postulated and the basic mechanism
a great deal and represent a permaof learning is that of constructing
nent scientific advance. Moreover, subroutines
or
programs
for
the
the development of mathematical handling of particular concepts and
models of learning has not been re- skills (Suppes, 1969b; Suppes &
strictedto simple laboratorysituaMorningstar, 1972, Ch. 4; Suppes,
tions, but has encompassed results
1972).
directly relevant tosubject-matter
There is one important theoretilearning rangingfromelementary
cal point about suchwork
that I
mathematicsto
acquisition at the would like to make, because I think
college level of a second language.
that ignoring thistheoretical point
It is not to the point in this gen- represents a major error on the part
eral lecture to enter into details, but of some learning psychologists and
because a good deal of my own re- also of physiological psychologists.
search isin this area, I cannot for- The point is that it is a mistake to
bear a few moreremarks
about think of precisely one internal
what has been accomplished. In the processing language and one particcase of mathematics, we can give a ular subroutine for a given skill or
detailed mathematical theory of the concept being learned in thesame
learning of elementarymathematiform by each student. What we can
cal concepts and skills by students. expect in an area like mathematics
The details of the theory are a far
is- behavioral isomorphism, but not
cry from the early pioneering work internal
isomorphism,
of subof Thorndike.Infact,thematheroutines. It is importantto
think
matical tools for the formulation of
about the theory in this way and
detailed
theory
were simply not
not to expect a point-for-point conavailable during the time of Thornfirmation of theinternalprograms
dike.I
would not want to claim constructed by thestudentas
he
that the theories we can currently acquires new skills and concepts.
construct and test are the last word To assume thatthe physiology of
human beings is so constructed that
on these matters. The analysis of
specific mathematical skills and we can infer fromthe physiology
concepts
has
been achieved by
how particular
tasks
are learned
moving away from
the
simple- and organized internally is as mistaken asto
think that from the
minded conception of stimulus and
response found in Skinner’s writspecification of the physical hardware of acomputer we can infer
ings. Ina previous paper given to
this Association, I criticized in
thestructure of programs that are
written for that computer. It is one
detailsome of the things Skinner
reason for thinking thatthe
conhashad to say aboutthe learning
of mathematics (Suppes, 1972). I
tributions of physiological psychologists educational
to
psychology
shall not repeat those criticisms, but
are necessarily limited in principle
rather in the present context, I shall
emphasize the positive and tryto
andnot
simply in practice. This
sketch the kind of theoretical appaseems to me worth mentioning because
physiological
ratus that has been added to classi- currently
psychology is the fashion, and ifwe
cal stimulus-response theories of
are not careful we will begin to hear
learning in orderto have atheory
that the next great hope in educaof adequate
structural
depth
to
tional psychology willbe the conhandle specific mathematical contributions we can expect from
cepts and skills.
physiological psychology. I am
As many of youwould
expect,
makingthestrong
claim that in
the basic step is to
postulate
a
principle thismay not be possible,
hierarchy of internal processing on
and that we can proceed indethe part of the student -processing
7

cially from
tools
developed in
pendently within educational remathematical economics and operasearchto develop powerfultheories
tions
research
over thepast
two
of learningwithoutdependence
on
decades,and it would be my prethe
latest
news from
neurophysidiction that we will see increasingly
ology.
sophisticated theories of instruction
The kind of examples I have
in the near future.
sketchedforelementary
mathemaContinuingdevelopment of comticscanalsobeextendedtolanputer-assisted
instruction
makes
guage skills and totheimportant
possible detailedimplementation of
problem of reading.Much
of my
specific theories in ways that would
own recent work has been conhardly
be
possible in ordinary
cerned with firstand
secondclassrooms. The application by
language acquisition, but I shall not
Atkinson and his collaborators that
tryto
expanduponthese
matters
I mentioned earlier has this characexcept again to say that what is imter,andsome
ofmyown
work in
portant about current work in these
elementarymathematics
is of the
areas is that specific theories of consamesort. In the case of the elesiderable structural
depth,
usmg
mentary-school
mathematics
protools developed in logic for semangrams,what we have been ableto
tics and in linguistics forsyntax,
do 1s derive
to from
plausible
have been constructedtoprovidea
qualitative assumptions a stochastic
richness of theoryandapotential
differentialequationdescribingthe
for
subsequent
development
that
trajectory of studentsthroughthe
has not existed until the past decade
curriculum, with theconstants
of
or so (Smith, 1972; Suppes, 1970,
the
solution
of the
differential
1971,
1974;
Suppes,
Smith,
&
equation
corresponding
to
unique
Edveille: 1972). I am sanguine
parameters of eachindividualstuabout
the
possibilities the
for
dent(Suppes,Fletcher,
& Zanotti,
futureand believe that substantive
1973). The fits todata
we have
contributions of importance to eduachieved in this effort are about as
cation may be expected from learngood asany I have ever achieved,
ing theorythroughouttherest
of
and I think we can now speak with
this century.
confidence ln thisarea
of student
Theories of instruction. One of
trajectories in thesamespiritthat
themost interestinganddirectapwe speak of trajectories sf bodies in
plications of modern
work
in
thesolarsystem.
But again, I emmathematical models of learning
phasize that this in onlythe beginhas been to theburgeoningsubject
ning, and
the
promise
of future
of theories of instruction. A theory
developments
seems
much more
of instruction differs from a theory
substantial.
of learning in the following respect.
Economic models. As I havealWe
assume
that
mathematical
a
remarked,
ready
economists'
model of learning will providean
vigorousinterest in education over
of the
approximate
description
the past decade has been one of the
student'slearning,andthe
taskfor
mostsalientfeatures
ofnew theoatheory
of instruction is then to
retical work in educational research.
of how the insettlethequestion
Some of us maynotlikethinking
structional
sequence
of concepts,
about education as primarily an inskills, and facts should be organized
vestment in humancapital,and
no
tooptimize fora given student his
doubtthe
concepts of economics
rate of learning. My colleague,
of eduintroducedintodiscussions
Richard
Atkinson,
has
been succational policy in the past few years
cessfully applying such methods for
are alien to many people in educathe past several years, and some of
tion, including agoodlynumber
of
the results he has achieved in begineducational
researchers.
Measurening reading
skills
are especially
ments of productivity, for example,
striking
(Atkinson,
1972, 1974;
that dependmainly on ameasureAtkinson & Paulson, 1972). The
ment of output that counts only the
mathematical techniques of optiminumber of bodies that pass through
zation used in theories of instruca given doorto receive accreditation draw upon awealth of results
tion rightlyraisequestions
in the
fromotherareas
of science, espe8

minds of many of us, asdoother
measures the economists use, sometimes with apparently
too
much
abandon.Moreover,thetheoretical
tools
from
economics
that have
been broughtto
bear in the economics of education are as yet not
thoroughly
developed.
It is too
often
the
casè
thataneconomic
modelforaparticulareducational
processactuallyconsists of nothing
more
than
an empirical
linearregressionequation
thathas little,
if any, theoretical justification back
of it.(See,forexample,theotherwise excellentarticles of Chiswick
& Mincer, 1972, andGriliches
&
Mason, 1972.)
All the same, it is my feeling that
the
dialogue
that has begun and
that is continuing at anaccelerated
pace between economistsandthe
broad community of educational researchers is an importantone for
our
discipline.
The
broad
global
concepts thateconomistsare
used
to dealing with provide in many
respects a good intellectual antidote
tothe overly microscopicconcerns
of educational psychology that have
dominated much of the research in
education in past decades. I do not
mean to suggest by this remark that
we should eliminate the microscopic
research - I have been too dedicated
to it myself to recommend anything
of the sort - but rather to say that it
is good to have both kinds of work
underway, and to have serious intellectualconcentration on thebroad
picture of what is happening in our
educationalsystem.Thesometimes
mindless
suggestions
of outsiders
about how priorities in education
should be reallocatedor
how particularfunctionsshould
be reduced
is best met not by cries of outrage,
but by sobermindedandcareful intellectualanalysis of ourpriorities
in allocation of resources. Economictheory,aboveall,provides
theappropriatetools
forsuchan
I am pleased to see
analysis,and
that a growing circle of educational
researchersarebecomingfamiliar
with the use of thesetoolsand are
spending a good deal of time thinking about their
applications
in
education.

3. Sources of Theory
I promised earlier to examine the
ER

moregeneralquestion
of whether
theory in educational
research
is
chiefly a matter of applying theories
developed in economics, psychology, sociology,
anthropology,
and
other sciences close in spirit to the
central
problems
of education. I
firmly believe that such applications
will continue to play a major role in
educational research as they have in
the past, but I also resist the notion
that theoretically based work in educational research must wait for the
latest
developments
in various
otherscientificdisciplinesbefore
it
canmoveforward.
Otherareas of
appliedscienceshowamuch
more
complicatedandtangledhistory
of
interaction between the basically
applied
discipline
and
the
fundamental discipline
nearest
to it.
Physics is notjust applied mathematics,nor is electricalengineering
just applied physics. These disciplines interactandmutually
enrich
eachother.Thesamecanbe
said
for education.
In
the
earlier
history
of this
centuryit
was difficult
to
disentangle
progress
in educational
psychology fromprogress in more
general
experimental
psychology,
and recently some of the best young
economistshaveclaimedthe
economics of education as the primary
areaofeconomics
in which they
will developtheir fundamental contributions.Therole
of educational
researchers should be not merely to
testtheoriesmade
by others,but,
when the occasion demands and the
opportunity isthere,tocreate
new
theoriesas well. Someareas,
like
the theory of instruction, seem ripe
this
for
sort of development.
Another area that I like to callthe
theory of talkingandlistening,or
what we mightcall in morestandard
terms,
the
theory
of verbal
communication, seems ripe also for
developmentsspecial to education,
andI do not propose that
we wait
forlinguistsandlogicians
to set us
on
the
right
theoretical
tracks.
What is important is notthe decision as
to
whether
the
theories
should be made at home or abroad,
but the positive decision to increase
significantly theory-laden
the
character of our research.
Anotherpoint needs to be made
about these matters of the source of
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theory.One
of thefavorite
economic generalizations of our time is
that this is the age of specialization.
Not every mancando
everything
equally well, as most of usknow
when faced with thebreakdown of
a television set or a washing rnachineor some other modern device
ofconvenience. Thissameattitude
specialization
of
should
be
our
attitudetowardtheory.Not
everyoneshouldhave
the same grasp of
theory nor the same involvement in
itsdevelopment.Physicshas
long
recognized such a division of labor
between experimentalandtheoretical physics, and I have come to believe that we need toencouragea
similar division in educational research. Ultimately, the most important work may be empirical, but we
need bothkinds of workers in the
vineyard
and
we need variety of
trainingfor thesevariousworkers,
not only in terms of different areas
ofeducation,butalso
in terms of
whether their approach is primarily
theoreticalorexperimental.
It is a
mark of the
undevelopedcharacter
of current educational research that
we do not have as much division of
labor and specialization
of research
technique as seems desirable.
According to one
apocryphal
story
about
the
late
John
von
Neumann, he was asked in the early
fifties toputtogetheramaster
list
of unsolved
problems
in mathematicscomparabletothefamous
list given by Hilbertat the beginning of the century. Von Neumann
answered that
he
did
not
know
enough aboutthevariousbranches
of mathematicsas
they had then
developed to providesucha
list. I
shall be happy when the same kind
of developments are found in educational
research,
and
when not
only
inquiring
reporters
but
also
colleaguesacross the hall recognize
that the theoretical work in learning
theory, or theories of instruction, or
the
economics
of education,
or
whathaveyou,is
now toorichly
developed and too intricate to have
morethanamateur
opinions about
it.
It is often thoughtandsaidthat
what we most need in education is
wisdom and
broad
understanding
of the issues thatconfront us. Not
at all, I say.What
we need are

deeply structured theories in education thatdrastically reduce, if not
eliminate,the need forwisdom.I
do not want wise men to design or
build the
airplane
k fly in, but
rather technical men who understandthetheory
of aerodynamics
and
the
structural
properties
of
metal. I do not want a banker acting likeasage
to recommendthe
measurestocontrolinflation,but
rather an economist who can articulate a theory that will beshown to
workand
who canmake
explicit
thereason why itworks(or
fails).
And so itiswitheducation.
Wisdom we need, I will admit,
but
good theories we need even more. I
want to seea
new generation of
trained
theorists
and
an
equally
competent band of experimentalists
tosurroundthem,andIlook
for
theday when they will show that
the
theories
I now cherish were
merely humble way stations on the
road to the theoretical palaces
they
have constructed.
Notes
'Presldentlal address to the Arnerlcan
Educatlonal Research Assoclatlon, Chicago,
April 17,1974.
Some of the research reported ln this article has been supported by
National Science Foundation Grant NSFGJ443x.
2The most detailed expression of Dewey's
(1938) viewof scientific inquiry as problem
solving is to be found in hrs Logic. A critical,
but I think not unsympathetlc, analysis of
thw work is to be found inmy account of
Nagel's lectures on Dewey's logic (Suppes,
1969a).
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